
 

 

[10:17:19 PM] Lewot: Y'all might want to have your sheets up. 

[10:17:19 PM] Lewot: https://sites.google.com/site/hannabartpekopon/home/game-2/player-

characters 

[10:18:00 PM] Lewot: Loading last save... 

[10:18:26 PM] Lewot: You're on the third floor inside the beehive. 

[10:18:49 PM] Lewot: You had just killed some Drones. 

[10:19:13 PM] Lewot: There's another honeycomb doorway on the wall in front of you. 

[10:19:30 PM] Lewot: I think Rammen is holding the Bestiary. 

[10:19:38 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles checks around the room for any items or pads. 

[10:19:45 PM] Lewot: Or, wait, that's right 

[10:19:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: Indeed I am! 

[10:19:52 PM] Lewot: there's not yet a doorway in front of you 

[10:19:59 PM] Lewot: rather, there's another pad on the floor. 

[10:20:00 PM] Cary Concoby: lol. 

[10:20:10 PM] Lewot: You came through a doorway from behind. 

[10:20:53 PM] Lewot: Miles finds another Honey Syrup in one of the wall combs. 

[10:21:13 PM] Levity: Levan is too busy singing in Chilean dialect. 

[10:21:27 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pockets the Honey Syrup and goes to stand on the pad. 

[10:21:41 PM] Andrew Cornell: I join Miles on the pad. 

[10:21:48 PM] Jared: Jay would also stand on the pad 

[10:21:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I suspect it may be like those pads from before," I say. 

[10:22:03 PM] Lewot: Even with the three of you, it doesn't quite sink all the way. 

[10:22:10 PM] Lewot: But it's close. 

[10:22:15 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles beckons Levan over to the rest of the group. 

[10:22:34 PM] Levity: Levan floats over and gets on with the rest of them. 

[10:22:56 PM] Lewot: When Levan lands on the pad, there's a click. 

[10:23:05 PM] Lewot: NOW a doorway opens in the wall 

[10:23:20 PM] Lewot: and the pad kinda springs up and forward, tossing you through. 

[10:23:28 PM] Lewot: The next room is large. 

[10:23:38 PM] Lewot: Pretty much as big as the previous large rooms. 

[10:23:52 PM] Levity: "Ooooh..." 

[10:23:53 PM] Lewot: In the middle of the room, a giant bee is sticking out of the floor, looking 

right at you. 

[10:24:08 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Boy, he looks friendly." 

[10:24:20 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles approaches the giant bee cautiously 

[10:24:31 PM] Lewot: It roars buzzily, and kinda shakes itself in the floor 

[10:24:39 PM] Lewot: and as a result, the doorway closes. 

[10:24:49 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles whips around. "Crap." 

[10:25:14 PM] Lewot: As you look at it, you realize... it's not just stuck in the floor, it's fused to 

it. It's the queen bee, and the entire hive is really her giant, round body! 

[10:25:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...oh dear god..." 

[10:25:27 PM] Levity: "..." 

[10:25:34 PM] Cary Concoby: "That... is a bit sickening." 

[10:25:37 PM] Lewot: She roars again! 

[10:25:39 PM] Levity: "... Guys, the honey." 



 

 

[10:25:50 PM] Lewot: Battle is initiated! 

[10:25:54 PM] Cary Concoby: "Glad I didn't eat any of that honey now." 

[10:25:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: "......OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH MY-" 

[10:25:59 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pulls his goggles down over his eyes. 

[10:26:01 PM] Lewot: Boss battles begin on the Enemy Phase. 

[10:26:05 PM] Lewot: Well, usually. 

[10:26:09 PM] Cary Concoby: (good to know) 

[10:26:10 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[10:26:45 PM] Lewot: Two holes open in the floor, one on either side of the queen, and a 

Tumblebee bounces out of each. The holes close back up. 

[10:27:00 PM] Lewot: Did she just give birth, or were they hiding? You're not sure. 

[10:27:03 PM] Lewot: Player Phase. 

[10:27:03 PM] Cary Concoby: "So wait... how does THAT work?" 

[10:27:24 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 20/20, VP 15/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 15/15, VP 25/25, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 20/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ ??? 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 3/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 3/3 

[10:27:24 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles uses PK Dark Step on Levan. "These things are pretty 

poisonous, you're gonna need the dodginess." 

[10:27:29 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I don't even want to think of what we climbed up through..." 

[10:27:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: *shudder* 

[10:27:39 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses the Bestiary on the Queen! 

[10:28:05 PM] Levity: "... I think I'm going to cry." 

[10:28:08 PM] Levity: Levan attempts to manipulate one of the Tumblebees into attacking the 

queen! 

[10:28:17 PM] Jared: "Oh gods is it a bit unnerving to still be covered in this honey..." 

[10:28:21 PM] Levity: (Guys, my internet blipped just now) 

[10:28:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Hoo boy, well this is the Queen Tumblebee, and she's packing 

in Vim!" 

[10:29:05 PM] Andrew Cornell: "42 HP, 30 VP, 0 MP, and 3 Atk, 1 Mag, 0 Def, and 3 Brain." 

[10:29:20 PM] Cary Concoby: "Well this thing's tough." 

[10:29:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: "She's able to summon up her minions, as we saw, as well as 

shake the very ground beneath us!" 

[10:29:33 PM] Levity: "Hey, at least no defense!" 

[10:29:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "She could even bounce the entire hive to hit us!" 

[10:30:18 PM] Andrew Cornell: "And unfortunately that's not all. Seeing as this is her entire 

body, she has a LOT of stingers around that she can pop out of nowhere!" 

[10:30:37 PM] Levity: "... AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHH" 

[10:30:53 PM] Andrew Cornell: "The earthquake does about 6 damage, unless we're flying, and 



 

 

those stingers will hit for 3 damage with a 50/50 chance of poison." 

[10:31:08 PM] Cary Concoby: "Brilliant." 

[10:31:14 PM] Levity: "Seven. D':" 

[10:31:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: "The bouncing won't be so bad, since our Platforming stat can 

dampen the fall." 

[10:31:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "It's also not that terribly accurate either." 

[10:32:15 PM] Andrew Cornell: "She's weak to Water, resists Plant, is immune to Poison, and is 

SUPER-weak to Soil!" 

[10:32:37 PM] Lewot: Levan, your attack currently only causes Confusion. You were going to 

add a more manipulatey attack later. 

[10:32:51 PM] Levity: CONFUSE IT THEN 

[10:32:59 PM] Levity: unless it's possible to confuse the queen 

[10:33:06 PM] Lewot: Just as possible as the others. 

[10:33:09 PM] Levity: okay 

[10:33:11 PM] Levity: gogogogogo 

[10:33:37 PM] Lewot: Levan uses Te Manipulo! 

[10:33:45 PM] Lewot: Queen Tumblebee becomes Confused. 

[10:33:52 PM] Andrew Cornell: "That should help!" 

[10:33:57 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles uses PK Dark Step on Levan! 

[10:34:02 PM] Cary Concoby: (not sure if you saw that.) 

[10:34:16 PM] Lewot: Oh right. 

[10:34:21 PM] Lewot: Levan becomes Dodgy. 

[10:34:42 PM] Levity: ":'D" 

[10:34:45 PM] Lewot: Did Jay do something? 

[10:35:11 PM] Jared: Jay uses Jaggermonsta on the Queen Tumblebee 

[10:35:38 PM] Lewot: Jay flies over with his sword and cleaves the queen for 8 damage! 

[10:35:45 PM] Lewot: Well, flies as in jumps =P 

[10:35:58 PM] Andrew Cornell: (lol XD) 

[10:36:00 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[10:36:12 PM] Lewot: One of the Tumblebees bounces toward Levan... 

[10:36:42 PM] Lewot: It stings her for 7 damage! (It got through the Dodginess.) 

[10:36:47 PM] Lewot: She becomes Poisoned. 

[10:37:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Levan! Are you okay?" 

[10:37:19 PM] Levity: "It still hurts just as badly the second time ;~;" 

[10:37:21 PM] Lewot: The other Tumblebee bounces over to Rammen and stings him for 2 

damage. 

[10:37:28 PM] Lewot: He's also Poisoned. 

[10:37:49 PM] Lewot: The Queen roars again... 

[10:38:43 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Confound it!" 

[10:38:54 PM] Lewot: She spawns two more Tumblebees! 

[10:39:08 PM] Cary Concoby: "BEES" 

[10:39:10 PM] Levity: "KILL ALL OF THEM WITH PK FIRE OR SOMETHING" 

[10:39:12 PM] Cary Concoby: "EVERYWHERE" 

[10:39:14 PM] Levity: "SOMETHING" 

[10:39:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I'll take care of them!" 



 

 

[10:39:23 PM] Jared: "Shoot, this is getting a bit out of hand!" 

[10:39:45 PM] Lewot: Wait, I forgot the Confusion =P 

[10:39:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...well, once we get the chance to attack." 

[10:39:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: (oh come on XD) 

[10:39:56 PM] Levity: (ahahah) 

[10:39:57 PM] Lewot: Oh, she snaps out anyway. 

[10:40:05 PM] Levity: "fffffffffff" 

[10:40:09 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:40:16 PM] Lewot: Levan is hurt by Poison! 

[10:40:20 PM] Lewot: Rammen is hurt by Poison! 

[10:40:23 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles uses Rain of Arrows. 

[10:40:33 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 20/20, VP 12/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 5/15, VP 23/25, MP 5/5, Dodgy (2 turns), Poisoned (2 turns) 

Rammen~ HP 19/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5, Poisoned (2 turns) 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 34/42, VP 18/30, Confused 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 0/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 0/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 3/3 

Tumblebee~ HP 1/1, VP 3/3 

[10:40:43 PM] Lewot: Miles fires five arrows! 

[10:41:01 PM] Lewot: All Tumblebees die, and the Queen takes 4 damage. 

[10:41:09 PM] Andrew Cornell: I whiplash the Queen! 

[10:41:11 PM] Levity: Levan heals herself! 

[10:41:24 PM] Lewot: Whip does 2 damage 

[10:41:33 PM] Lewot: Levan heals herself by 5 HP 

[10:41:44 PM] Jared: Jay uses Jaggermonsta once again on the Queen Tumblebee. 

[10:42:10 PM] Lewot: Another cleaving blow for 8 damage! 

[10:42:43 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 20/20, VP 9/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 10/15, VP 18/25, MP 5/5, Dodgy (2 turns), Poisoned (2 turns) 

Rammen~ HP 19/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5, Poisoned (2 turns) 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 20/42, VP 18/30 

[10:42:48 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[10:43:02 PM] Lewot: She pretty much roars before every attack by default 

[10:43:14 PM] Cary Concoby: (so we can leave that part out?) 

[10:43:26 PM] Lewot: It allows me time to think 

[10:43:35 PM] Cary Concoby: lol. 

[10:43:36 PM] Lewot: I also should've found some boss music 



 

 

[10:43:46 PM] Levity: I can find some! 

[10:43:58 PM] Cary Concoby: for some reason 

[10:44:02 PM] Cary Concoby: Mario vs. The Smorgs comes to mind 

[10:44:13 PM] Levity: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjQfyK65gKQ 

[10:44:19 PM] Jared: If it means anything, right now I'm imagining the boss music from Mario & 

Luigi: Partners in Time. 

[10:44:29 PM] Lewot: The Queen starts moving up and down in the floor, and the whole hive 

starts shaking! 

[10:44:36 PM] Lewot: Everybody bounces around randomly! 

[10:44:49 PM] Lewot: The whole hive must be bouncing off of the hill! 

[10:44:50 PM] Andrew Cornell: "GOODNESS GRACIOUS THE BOUNCING!!" 

[10:45:03 PM] Lewot: Miles lands safely... 

[10:45:06 PM] Cary Concoby: "Daaaaaang iiiiiiit," Miles yells rather shakily 

[10:45:14 PM] Lewot: Levan lands safely... 

[10:45:15 PM] Jared: "Whoa, geez!" Jay grunts 

[10:45:24 PM] Levity: "Eeeee!" 

[10:45:34 PM] Levity: (do you guys like the music?:3c) 

[10:45:35 PM] Lewot: Jay lands safely... 

[10:45:46 PM] Andrew Cornell: (it strikes me as exploring the hive music XD) 

[10:45:54 PM] Andrew Cornell: (but I do like :3c) 

[10:45:57 PM] Levity: (hehehe <3) 

[10:45:59 PM] Lewot: Rammen lands safely =P 

[10:46:21 PM] Lewot: The Queen takes 1 damage herself, not having landed safely outside =P 

[10:46:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Well that was a doozy..." 

[10:46:28 PM] Cary Concoby: "Well that was an anticlimax." 

[10:46:33 PM] Lewot: I am not going easy on you, this is what the coin said. 

[10:46:45 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:46:49 PM] Cary Concoby: (We're just lucky as fuck.) 

[10:46:51 PM] Lewot: Levan is hurt by Poison 

[10:46:53 PM] Andrew Cornell: (pfft, you weren't going easy on us earlier with the poisoning 

XD) 

[10:46:57 PM] Lewot: Rammen is hurt by Poison 

[10:47:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: (CONFOUND IT XD) 

[10:47:14 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 20/20, VP 9/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 7/15, VP 18/25, MP 5/5, Dodgy (1 turns), Poisoned (1 turns) 

Rammen~ HP 18/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5, Poisoned (1 turns) 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 19/42, VP 18/30 

[10:47:21 PM] Andrew Cornell: "It's just her now!" 

[10:47:24 PM] Andrew Cornell: I attack with my whip! 

[10:47:28 PM] Levity: 19/42 

[10:47:30 PM] Levity: hehehe 



 

 

[10:47:30 PM] Lewot: Wait, she lost more VP. 

[10:47:36 PM] Levity: <3 

[10:47:42 PM] Lewot: 13/30 

[10:47:49 PM] Lewot: Rammen's whip does 2 damage. 

[10:47:52 PM] Levity: (lewoooot <3) 

[10:47:59 PM] Lewot: I know <3 

[10:48:04 PM] Levity: <33 

[10:48:08 PM] Lewot: 17 now. 

[10:48:17 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles fires an arrow at the queen. 

[10:48:24 PM] Lewot: 4 damage. 

[10:48:35 PM] Levity: Levan heals herself again! "I don't want to die..." 

[10:48:37 PM] Lewot: It sticks in her blubber. 

[10:48:53 PM] Lewot: Levan recovers 7 HP. 

[10:48:58 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Ewwwww" 

[10:49:10 PM] Levity: "Oh goodness, the arrow--ughhh" 

[10:49:15 PM] Lewot: Technically, since the hive is her body, you can just attack the floor =P 

[10:49:24 PM] Lewot: Jay? 

[10:49:35 PM] Cary Concoby: (It just feels better to attack the body we found.) 

[10:49:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I would've assumed that the body we found's like her weak spot 

XD) 

[10:49:57 PM] Jared: Jay would use Jaggermonsta on her again. 

[10:50:08 PM] Lewot: Oh, I haven't been tracking Jay's VP either =P 

[10:50:23 PM] Cary Concoby: that's three Jagermonsta's 

[10:50:25 PM] Lewot: It costs 4, right? 

[10:50:41 PM] Lewot: Jay cleaves her again. 

[10:50:42 PM] Jared: I've used at least 12 VP by now. 

[10:50:50 PM] Jared: But yes it costs 4. 

[10:51:02 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[10:51:04 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 8/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 20/20, VP 9/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 14/15, VP 11/25, MP 5/5, Dodgy (1 turns), Poisoned (1 turns) 

Rammen~ HP 18/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5, Poisoned (1 turns) 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 9/42, VP 13/30 

[10:51:53 PM] Lewot: A hole opens up in the floor in front of miles, and a stinger pops out and 

stings him! 

[10:51:57 PM] Lewot: 3 damage. 

[10:52:07 PM] Lewot: He's not poisoned, though. 

[10:52:17 PM] Lewot: A hole opens in the wall, and a stinger pops out at Rammen! 

[10:52:18 PM] Lewot: Wait 

[10:52:22 PM] Lewot: Miles is weak to Poison 

[10:52:28 PM] Lewot: 5 damage. 

[10:52:30 PM] Cary Concoby: "Ah! Sonuva!" 



 

 

[10:52:35 PM] Levity: "Miles!" 

[10:52:38 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Awk!" 

[10:52:51 PM] Lewot: Rammen takes 2 damage 

[10:52:59 PM] Lewot: The ceiling reveals a stinger aimed at Levan 

[10:53:06 PM] Lewot: It hits 

[10:53:11 PM] Lewot: 7 damage 

[10:53:39 PM] Lewot: She's not further Poisoned either, though. 

[10:54:12 PM] Lewot: The other wall opens up and stings Jay, but due to his new Elemental 

Modifiers, he's immune to Poison! 

[10:54:36 PM] Jared: "Oi! At least that doesn't hurt as bad as before..." 

[10:54:59 PM] Lewot: Somehow these characteristics mysteriously emerged at Level 4 =P 

[10:55:18 PM] Lewot: It's still the Enemy Phase: a Drone rolls in from the back of the room. 

[10:55:19 PM] Andrew Cornell: (somehow XD) 

[10:55:24 PM] Levity: "Ugh..." 

[10:55:31 PM] Lewot: The Drone uses a Super Shroom on the Queen! She's back up to 19 HP! 

[10:55:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Curses, a Drone!" 

[10:55:46 PM] Levity: "Why isn't the dodginess happeningg..." 

[10:55:47 PM] Cary Concoby: "Frick!" 

[10:55:49 PM] Lewot: He was hiding the whole time. 

[10:55:59 PM] Lewot: And I did account for the Dodginess. 

[10:56:05 PM] Levity: "I know!" 

[10:56:11 PM] Levity: She's talking to the ceiling. 

[10:56:20 PM] Levity: She's cursing her luck, rather. 

[10:56:20 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[10:56:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...Levan? Are you okay?" 

[10:56:28 PM] Andrew Cornell: (>.>) 

[10:56:29 PM] Lewot: Levan and Rammen are hurt by Poison 

[10:56:37 PM] Levity: "I keep healing myself and being useless!" 

[10:56:56 PM] Andrew Cornell: (:() 

[10:57:10 PM] Cary Concoby: (stats, Arbiter?) 

[10:57:12 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 8/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 15/20, VP 9/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 4/15, VP 11/25, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 17/20, VP 20/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 19/42, VP 13/30 

Drone~ HP 9/9 

[10:57:18 PM] Lewot: The Dodgy and Poison are worn off. 

[10:57:35 PM] Lewot: Erm, Drone also has 9/9 VP. 

[10:57:42 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles uses Rain of Arrows! 

[10:58:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Keep trying for it, Levan! We're bound to beat her at some 

point!" 

[10:58:22 PM] Lewot: (Queen also only has 10 VP :x ) 



 

 

[10:58:27 PM] Lewot: Arrows hit both bees 

[10:58:36 PM] Lewot: 4 damage to the Queen and 3 to the Drone. 

[10:58:45 PM] Levity: "You mean, keep trying not to die?" 

[10:58:49 PM] Lewot: Queen~ HP 15/42, VP 10/30 

Drone~ HP 6/9, VP 9/9 

[10:59:15 PM] Jared: (Is it bad that I read bees as knees at first?) Jay performs the Jaggermonsta 

technique again on the Queen. 

[10:59:18 PM] Lewot: You can see, now that you're paying attention, that there are no more 

Drones hiding in the room. 

[10:59:28 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Just remember that we have the 1-Up Mushrooms!" 

[10:59:46 PM] Lewot: Jay slices at the Queen for another 8 damage. 

[11:00:10 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses PK Fire Alpha on the enemies! 

[11:00:26 PM] Levity: Levan just goes for the Queen with her fire lance. 

[11:00:35 PM] Lewot: The psychic fire deals 1 damage to the Drone and zero to the Queen. 

[11:00:43 PM] Andrew Cornell: (any burning?) 

[11:00:50 PM] Lewot: ...Oh 

[11:00:54 PM] Lewot: I had not been doing that before 

[11:00:57 PM] Lewot: I am awful 

[11:01:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: (XD) 

[11:01:07 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I only noticed it recently myself :P) 

[11:01:10 PM] Cary Concoby: (not that we needed it before) 

[11:01:43 PM] Lewot: It's also fairly low accuracy. Drone is unscathed but the Queen is burned! 

[11:02:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Take that, you...giant...creepy...queen bee!" 

[11:02:19 PM] Lewot: The Flame Lance deals 3 damage to the Queen. 

[11:02:47 PM] Lewot: Enemy Phase 

[11:02:59 PM] Levity: Levan prepares for death with honor and vigor. 

[11:03:20 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 20/20, VP 4/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 15/20, VP 9/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 4/15, VP 11/25, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 17/20, VP 17/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 4/42, VP 10/30, Burn (2 turns) 

Drone~ HP 5/9, VP 9/9 

[11:03:35 PM | Edited 11:04:04 PM] Andrew Cornell: I put a hand on Levan's shoulder. "We'll 

bring you back faster than you can say, 'Take me down to the Underwhere, O Grievous Ripper!'" 

[11:03:42 PM] Lewot: Drone uses Rollout! 

[11:04:18 PM] Lewot: 2 damage to Miles, 1 to the rest. 

[11:04:40 PM] Lewot: The Queen sends a pseudo-earthquake across the floor! 

[11:04:48 PM] Lewot: 6 damage to Miles, 5 to the rest. 

[11:04:56 PM] Lewot: Levan passes out D= 

[11:05:02 PM] Andrew Cornell: (but isn't Levan floating?) 

[11:05:23 PM] Lewot: She's not considered as such in battle. 

[11:05:29 PM] Levity: (isn't Float like a status condition, rather?) 



 

 

[11:05:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: (awwwwwwww) 

[11:05:36 PM] Lewot: Flying is a Status Condition 

[11:05:39 PM] Levity: (y) 

[11:05:42 PM] Lewot: and you can also be permanently flying 

[11:05:45 PM] Levity: (yes*) 

[11:05:48 PM] Lewot: but you didn't pick that 

[11:06:07 PM] Lewot: I probably didn't offer it, though 

[11:06:08 PM] Levity: (I didn't know that I could, lmao) 

[11:06:10 PM] Lewot: Yeah 

[11:06:15 PM] Lewot: Sorry D= 

[11:06:20 PM] Levity: (it's okay!) 

[11:06:23 PM] Lewot: But the Queen takes 1 damage from the Burn. 

[11:06:33 PM] Andrew Cornell: (haha, that would've been convenient to be all flying XD) 

[11:06:42 PM] Andrew Cornell: (no silly pseudo-earthquake for you :P) 

[11:06:51 PM] Lewot: Player Phase 

[11:06:52 PM] Lewot: Jay~ HP 14/20, VP 4/20, MP 5/5 

Miles~ HP 8/20, VP 9/15, MP 10/10 

Levan~ HP 0/15, VP 11/25, MP 5/5 

Rammen~ HP 11/20, VP 17/20, MP 5/5 

 

vs. 

 

Queen~ HP 3/42, VP 10/30, Burn (1 turns) 

Drone~ HP 5/9, VP 6/9 

[11:07:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: Rammen uses his 1-Up Mushroom on Levan! 

[11:07:36 PM] Lewot: The mushroom revives Levan to 10 HP! 

[11:07:54 PM] Levity: "I CAN SUDDENLY BREATHE AGAIN" 

[11:08:11 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles takes aim at the Queen, 

[11:08:20 PM] Cary Concoby: and fires an arrow for the killing blow. 

[11:08:35 PM] Lewot: The arrow pierces her flesh, and she dies. 

[11:08:47 PM] Lewot: The Drone looks scared, and runs into the corner. 

[11:08:55 PM] Levity: "Wait, doesn't this mean that the entire hive--" 

[11:09:01 PM] Lewot: Yes, 

[11:09:10 PM] Lewot: you all receive 20 XP and level up, 

[11:09:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Wah ha ha ha!" 

[11:09:22 PM] Lewot: but you can feel the hive tilting! 

[11:09:30 PM] Levity: "EVERYONE RUN" 

[11:09:30 PM] Cary Concoby: "Whoa, what a ru-" 

[11:09:34 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...we should probably leave" 

[11:09:41 PM] Lewot: It might roll into the lake, or into the bottomless pit! 

[11:09:44 PM] Levity: Levan starts floating. 

[11:09:50 PM] Jared: "Whew... Done this terrible hive- Whoa, we need to get outta here!" 

[11:10:02 PM] Lewot: Levan floats back to the wall, but... the queen had closed the doorway! 

[11:10:08 PM] Lewot: There's no pad on this side! 

[11:10:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Looks like there's only one way out!" 



 

 

[11:10:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "We'll have to break through the hive wall!" 

[11:10:41 PM] Levity: "Aaaaaaaaaaah" 

[11:10:44 PM] Cary Concoby: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqXzGrZ-SBg 

[11:11:03 PM] Levity: (YES) 

[11:11:05 PM] Levity: (I LOVE YOU) 

[11:11:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: I start clawing at the walls! 

[11:11:41 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles takes a running leap at the wall and bashes it with his 

shoulder 

[11:11:51 PM] Lewot: The walls are bouncy and tough. You both just seem to bounce off. 

[11:11:53 PM] Levity: Levan does... something! 

[11:12:00 PM] Levity: Do weapons work on it? 

[11:12:15 PM] Levity: Like in Fire Emblem? 

[11:12:17 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Good grief, you think that these walls were made out of some 

fleshy organic substance!" 

[11:12:17 PM] Lewot: You can try, but the hive is starting to roll... you're slipping around! 

[11:12:21 PM] Jared: "Maybe we should all attack it at once rather than one at a time..." 

[11:12:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: "...riiiiiight..." 

[11:12:29 PM] Levity: "Fire?" 

[11:12:34 PM] Levity: "What would fire do?" 

[11:12:41 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Worth a shot!" 

[11:12:59 PM] Andrew Cornell: I try using PK Fire Alpha on the walls! 

[11:13:04 PM] Lewot: The Queen's dead body is slumped in the middle of the floor, which is 

becoming the wall 

[11:13:15 PM] Lewot: PK Fire strikes the wall (not the floor) 

[11:13:24 PM] Lewot: but it doesn't seem to have any effect! 

[11:13:47 PM] Lewot: The Drone rolls over toward you from the tilt of the floor, but he doesn't 

attack. He just wimpers. 

[11:13:48 PM] Andrew Cornell: (gee, I wonder what you might be hinting at XD) 

[11:14:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: I try PK Fire on the floor! 

[11:14:17 PM] Lewot: Nope, that doesn't work either! 

[11:14:25 PM] Andrew Cornell: (you bastard XD) 

[11:14:26 PM] Cary Concoby: "What the hell do we do now?!" 

[11:14:36 PM] Levity: Levan attempts to lance the wall and whimpers. 

[11:14:43 PM] Levity: Like the Drone. 

[11:14:44 PM] Lewot: You all fall onto the wall you were trying to attack, as the hive tilts. 

[11:15:14 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles fires an arrow at the wall that is now the floor, trying to 

pierce it. 

[11:15:45 PM] Lewot: The arrow sticks into the floor, but just sits there. 

[11:16:01 PM] Jared: "Wh-whoooa~ Jay stumbled, nearly hitting himself with his own sword. 

He yells at the drone, "Don't you know any way out of here!?" 

[11:16:25 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pulls the arrow back out of the floor in frustration and puts 

it back in his quiver. 

[11:16:45 PM] Lewot: Drone <Bzzz... Queen dead... We die... Bzzz... We die...> 

[11:17:12 PM] Lewot: Drone <You kill Queen! You make us die!> 

[11:17:36 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I don't think he's saying hopeful things." 



 

 

[11:18:01 PM] Levity: Levan sings in Spanish again. 

[11:18:20 PM] Jared: "Ah, c'mon..." Jay grumbled to himself "You guys have any other ideas? 

Better than die?" 

[11:18:31 PM] Lewot: The wall-floor is tilting more... 

[11:18:50 PM] Lewot: Drone <Bzzz... You kill Queen... If you revive Queen, she stop rolling...> 

[11:18:59 PM] Cary Concoby: "What'd he say?" 

[11:18:59 PM] Andrew Cornell: "What did he say?" 

[11:19:03 PM] Cary Concoby: (jinx) 

[11:19:12 PM] Levity: Levan continues to sing in Spanish. 

[11:19:13 PM] Andrew Cornell: (pfft, that was clearly just after :P) 

[11:19:20 PM] Levity: She taps Jay on the shoulder. 

[11:19:35 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles looks up at the Queen, whom the Drone appeared to be 

staring at. 

[11:19:45 PM] Cary Concoby: "Ugh, you have to be kidding." 

[11:19:55 PM] Andrew Cornell: "What? What are you thinking?" 

[11:19:57 PM] Levity: "I thinkI know what he's implying." 

[11:20:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Am I out of the loop?" 

[11:20:12 PM] Levity: "But doesn't that mean bad things for us?" 

[11:20:15 PM] Lewot: You're starting to fall onto the rounded ceiling. 

[11:20:32 PM] Levity: "Gaaaaaaah what/ever,/ do you want me to try it?" 

[11:20:37 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles pulls out his 1-Up Mushroom, steadies himself on the 

ceiling, takes aim at the Queen-body, and throws it as hard as he can. 

[11:20:51 PM] Levity: "... instead of waste a mushroom?" 

[11:20:57 PM] Jared: (Sorry guys ughhh my ex giving me some bullcrap trouble.) 

[11:21:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Did you just..." 

[11:21:05 PM] Lewot: The mushroom lands in the Queen's pinsirs! 

[11:21:10 PM] Cary Concoby: (fuck exes) 

[11:21:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: (no worries, man) 

[11:21:12 PM] Lewot: She chews slowly! 

[11:21:33 PM] Lewot: Her eyes are compound, so they don't open back up, but... 

[11:21:38 PM] Levity: "Well, never mind." 

[11:21:48 PM] Lewot: The hive stops rolling, and then rolls back to where the floor is the floor. 

[11:21:51 PM] Andrew Cornell: "DID YOU JUST FEED HER A 1-UP MUSHROOM?!" 

[11:21:57 PM] Lewot: You all fall down, but it doesn't hurt. 

[11:22:07 PM] Lewot: The Drone rolls over toward the Queen. 

[11:22:10 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Wakka-" *thump* 

[11:22:26 PM] Lewot: Drone <Bzzz... Queen... you safe?> 

[11:22:45 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles sighs, happy to be on somewhat solid ground again. 

[11:22:48 PM] Lewot: Queen <...What happened?> 

[11:23:50 PM] Jared: Jay would answer the Queen, <We had revived you to save your hive... 

And well, mostly ourselves too...> 

[11:24:23 PM] Lewot: Queen <Oh my... I was just attacking you, wasn't I? You must forgive 

me...> 

[11:24:45 PM] Lewot: <Normally we do attack intruders, but you see... We've been under a 

spell.> 



 

 

[11:24:49 PM] Levity: Levan falls over and throws her hands over her head. 

[11:25:22 PM] Jared: Jay raises his brow, <Wait, what? Your bees had been attacking the nearby 

town for a while now...> 

[11:26:00 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Fascinating...perhaps I should try learning the monster speak 

sometime..." 

[11:26:08 PM] Lewot: Queen <Yes, many days ago, a strange pulse came from the direction of 

the forest. It ensalved my mind, telling me to kill. Naturally, my bees followed my commands...> 

[11:26:36 PM] Levity: "I only know Spanish aaah" 

[11:26:55 PM] Cary Concoby: "Nonsense, Lev, your English is great." 

[11:27:18 PM] Jared: <A strange pulse...? I suppose I'm mildy interested in this. It's still pretty 

difficult believing that....> 

[11:27:28 PM] Levity: "At least in the way of foreign languages, if that." 

[11:27:43 PM] Levity: Levan stands up again and floats a little, appraoching the queen softly. 

[11:28:24 PM] Lewot: Queen <I don't understand it either. I don't know the origin of the pulse. 

But it seems to have affected most creatures other than humans... Not you, it would seem.> 

[11:28:57 PM] Levity: Levan continues to sing [badly] as she is floating. 

[11:29:09 PM] Lewot: The Queen looks at her curiously. 

[11:29:11 PM] Levity: But quietly. 

[11:29:37 PM] Jared: <I've lived amongst humans longer than monsters... Might explain it. 

Excuse me for a moment.> 

[11:29:58 PM] Jared: Jay turned to the others, relaying what the queen had just told him. 

[11:30:16 PM] Levity: "Ohhhh..." 

[11:30:30 PM] Jared: "...So do you think our nect move should be investigating that forest over 

there?" 

[11:31:01 PM] Andrew Cornell: "I suppose so. It could lead to some clues about this mysterious 

pulse." 

[11:31:13 PM] Cary Concoby: "I guess that's our next move, then." 

[11:31:40 PM] Levity: "Ohhh--my god!" 

[11:31:51 PM] Levity: "I love trees! They're so admirable and amazing!" 

[11:32:25 PM] Levity: Levan continues to fangirl-gush over trees, going into extreme detail 

about how much she knows about them. 

[11:32:48 PM] Lewot: Queen <If you wish to leave... I can let you back to that Heal Block first, 

and then move you outside...> 

[11:33:04 PM] Levity: Levan nods, saluting the Queen. 

[11:33:57 PM] Lewot: Queen <For reviving me, I will command my bees never to attack you 

again. We shall stop attacking the village, as well...> 

[11:34:42 PM | Edited 11:34:47 PM] Jared: <That would be wonderful, uh... Your majesty. We 

all appreciate it.> 

[11:35:06 PM] Lewot: The doorway back to the Heal and Save Blocks opens up. 

[11:35:13 PM] Lewot: Let's do level ups while you're healing. 

[11:35:19 PM] Cary Concoby: >MP 

[11:35:25 PM] Levity: >HP 

[11:35:31 PM] Lewot: You've all reached Level 5, so you can all learn a new attack! 

[11:35:35 PM] Andrew Cornell: oh yeah 

[11:35:39 PM] Levity: (brb bathroom) 



 

 

[11:35:40 PM] Andrew Cornell: >VP 

[11:35:59 PM] Cary Concoby: Lewot, you still have the info for Imbue? 

[11:36:04 PM] Lewot: Yeah. 

[11:36:10 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles learns Imbue. 

[11:37:02 PM] Lewot: k 

[11:38:03 PM] Cary Concoby: I can't wait to use this damn attack. 

[11:39:03 PM] Andrew Cornell: oh yeah, we get a new attack every 5 levels! 

[11:39:14 PM] Lewot: Yep. 

[11:43:57 PM] Andrew Cornell: you don't mind reposting the part of the site with attacks, do 

you? (think) 

[11:44:11 PM] Lewot: You mean the psychic attacks? 

[11:44:20 PM] Andrew Cornell: oh wait, just found it 

[11:44:30 PM] Lewot: You could get Fire Beta 

[11:45:10 PM] Andrew Cornell: hmmm, that could be useful 

[11:45:43 PM] Lewot: I'll try to remember the Burns =P 

[11:46:11 PM] Andrew Cornell: of course :P 

[11:46:15 PM] Lewot: Burns are a little different than Poisoning, 

[11:46:25 PM] Lewot: you don't get hurt if you use an item or Do Nothing. 

[11:46:34 PM] Lewot: But you do if you Attack, Defend, or Run Away. 

[11:46:46 PM] Lewot: I probably should've reminded you guys of the Defend command 

[11:46:56 PM] Lewot: but I did actually say it for the first battle 

[11:46:59 PM] Cary Concoby: Eh, I'm the only one that would make any real use of it 

[11:47:03 PM] Cary Concoby: everyone else has a point of Defense 

[11:48:06 PM] Lewot: Anyway, during this, I'll assume you all hit the Heal Block, and then the 

Queen sets you back outside at the bottom of the hill... Then she bounces back to the top of the 

hill, sitting there like before. 

[11:48:17 PM] Lewot: You can hit the Save Block at the bottom of the hill. 

[11:48:22 PM] Andrew Cornell: "Goodness, she has quite a bounce." 

[11:48:36 PM] Cary Concoby: "She is a Tumblebee." 

[11:48:53 PM] Lewot: So, I mean, she was really pretty easy. I figured as much. The Drone 

healing her was improv. 

[11:49:05 PM] Cary Concoby: (it worked rather well.) 

[11:49:07 PM] Andrew Cornell: "True, if not one of the strangest creatures I've seen so far..." 

[11:49:17 PM] Levity: "... The honey." 

[11:49:25 PM] Lewot: Yes :3 

[11:49:29 PM] Cary Concoby: "Yeah, that was a bit weird." 

[11:49:49 PM] Lewot: I did concept art of her. 

https://sites.google.com/site/hannabartpekopon/home/game-2/bosses/queen-tumblebee 

[11:49:50 PM] Cary Concoby: "Well, what d'ya say we rest up before heading for the forest?" 

[11:50:13 PM] Lewot: Is Jared still here? 

[11:50:18 PM] Lewot: He didn't pick his level up stat. 

[11:50:32 PM] Andrew Cornell: (he might be caught up in something like he was before) 

[11:50:45 PM] Andrew Cornell: (also, I'm going with the PK Fire Beta XD) 

[11:50:49 PM] Lewot: k 

[11:50:57 PM] Cary Concoby: also, Arora and I are the only one's who've picked moves, though 



 

 

that's not as urgent as the stats 

[11:51:06 PM] Levity: I have a move 

[11:51:07 PM] Levity: :3 

[11:51:17 PM] Levity: I'm just kinda working out the kinks 

[11:51:27 PM] Levity: I think you guys will like it! 

[11:51:31 PM] Andrew Cornell: (I'll probably work out a move at some point too) 

[11:51:33 PM] Jared: Sorry I hadn't had a level up attack planned out, but I decided it'd be like 

the Pokemon move Bite I suppose. It would have a weak vampiric effect. 

[11:51:58 PM] Lewot: Okay, that'll work. 

[11:52:17 PM] Lewot: I can make it the same as the Lampire's bite. 

[11:52:27 PM] Levity: Levan 

[11:52:28 PM] Levity: 's 

[11:52:28 PM] Levity: move 

[11:52:37 PM] Levity: will be a secret until she uses it :3c 

[11:52:52 PM] Lewot: Well, unless I update the site and they look at your sheet =P 

[11:52:58 PM] Levity: noooo 

[11:53:03 PM] Lewot: I can post it as question marks, I guess. 

[11:53:03 PM] Levity: lewot you love me 

[11:53:08 PM] Levity: <3 

[11:53:11 PM] Levity: it's okay 

[11:53:14 PM] Levity: you don't have to 

[11:53:21 PM] Lewot: Well, I just want to update the rest of your stats. 

[11:53:58 PM] Lewot: But, Jared, you still need to pick HP, VP, or MP for the level up. 

[11:54:13 PM] Jared: >VP 

[11:54:14 PM] Lewot: k 

[11:55:14 PM] Cary Concoby: (so should we call it here, then?) 

[11:55:23 PM] Andrew Cornell: I think so 

[11:55:28 PM] Lewot: I do have classes tomorrow. 

[11:55:30 PM] Cary Concoby: Miles punches the Save Block. 

[11:55:34 PM] Lewot: Saving... 

[11:55:40 PM] Lewot: Save Complete. 


